June Spa Pechanga Specials
Diamond Facial
Come away with a truly radiant glow. Spa Pechanga’s Diamond Facial promises dazzling results - uplifted skin tone and elasticity,
all while you relax and feel pampered during this 80 minute treatment. The face and neck are thoroughly cleansed, exfoliated
and moisturized with diamond-infused Natura Bisse serums and hydrators. This service provides long lasting, luminous results,
reducing the appearance of wrinkles and expression lines. At the end of this rejuvenating facial, guests receive a take home
Natura Bisse cosmetic travel bag complete with travel-size products.
80 minutes - $340

Pechanga Signature Great Oak Massage
The Great Oak, known as Wi’áaşal by Pechanga people, is recognized as the largest naturally grown indigenous coast live oak,
and at more than 1,000 years old, is also one of the oldest in the Western United States. The tree symbolizes strength.
The Great Oak Massage works to restore well-being and strength into worn muscles, tired joints, and promotes overall healing.
The treatment begins with the gentle practice of a few deep breathing techniques. The Tree of Life botanical essential oil
diffuses through the treatment room as the provider applies Himalayan stones to the guest’s back to begin the massage. Stress
further slips away as Tree of Life massage oil is worked into your tense neck, back, legs and feet. To get you back on your feet
with abundant energy following your massage, the Great Oak Massage concludes with a Rosemary Mint Reflexology foot
massage.
50 minutes - $175 Traditional / $195 Therapeutic
For an even greater rejuvenating and uplifting experience, choose the extended, 80 minute Pechanga Signature Great Oak
Massage. This treatment includes the entirety of the 50 minute service, and adds a kukui coconut hot oil scalp massage. Kukui
nut oil contains healthy properties that work to calm the skin and reduce inflammation. Elements in kukui nut oil are able to coat
the hair, deliver key nutrients, moisturize, preventing breakage, and improve the luster of your hair.
80 minutes - $250 Traditional / $270 Therapeutic

Bahama Mama Manicure
Imagine admiring your hands, fresh from the salon, fully moisturized, with expertly polished nails, and ready for their Instagram
moments. Get ready for this ultimate summertime manicure. With a glass of sparkling cider or champagne in hand, start with
a hand soak infused with Clementine Body Oil. Your manicurist continues with an exfoliation session utilizing Coconut Beach
shea sugar body polish. As stimulating as it is relaxing, dry and dull skin gets sloughed away leaving bright skin ready to shine.
Hands and arms receive what they’ve been waiting for, a massage with Front Porch Punch shea butter cream, leaving them
moisturized for days to come. Your choice of polish is expertly applied and secured so your manicure lasts as long as possible.
A take home Farmhouse Fresh Clementine Oil gift is yours to keep at the end of the treatment.
60 minutes - $95
*All products used are cruelty free.
*Tree of Life Botanical products use regenerative farming in harvesting their plants.
*Tree of Life Botanical products contain trace amounts of CBD infusion.

